
 

XANDER ZHOU 
 

AW21 – “UPDATE” VERSION MANUAL 
 
Product Name: XANDER ZHOU 

Latest Version: AW21 

Product Description: The entire collection is the result of the free evolution and reorganization of various 

elements that already existed within the core system. Drawing on details and shapes of previous versions, 

the current version presents them in a whole new fashion, constituting an overall improvement of 

performance and experience. 

Product Feature: infinitely updatable 

What's New in This Version: 

a). Multi-pocket down jacket. The pocket details are derived from the SS19 version of the multi-pocket 

outdoor shirt and the AW20 version of the multi-pocket cargo trousers. A new waterproof fabric has been 

used and the hat is removable. 

b). XANDER ZHOU HUMANoidWEAR uniform suit. This fabric changes colour according to the different 

temperature ranges of the body. 

c). Double-layered freely combinable and disassemblable cargo trousers. Based on an unfinished sketch 

of the SS21 series, improved and revised, and now released for the first time. 

d). Down cape model XZ021 for AW21. It is a brand new piece of Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. 

equipment meant to keep you warm. 

e). Down cape pullover model XZ022 for AW21. It is a brand new piece of Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & 

Co. equipment meant to keep you warm. 

 

Appendix : 

 

LOOK 001 002 003 004 005  

The three-dimensional pattern on the synthetic leather hand-stitched New Human helmet is derived from 

the AW19 version of the amphibious suit pattern and the SS21 version of the knitted totem pattern suit. 

Down cape model XZ021 for AW21. It is a brand new piece of Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. 

equipment meant to keep you warm.  

Double-layered freely combinable and disassemblable cargo trousers. Based on an unfinished sketch of 

the SS21 series, improved and revised, and now released for the first time. 

Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its 

AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

 

 

 



 

LOOK 002 037  

The three-dimensional pattern on the New Human one-piece helmet is derived from the AW19 version of 

the amphibious suit pattern and the SS21 version of the knitted totem pattern suit. 

The down cape is a new model for AW21. It is a brand new piece of Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. 

equipment meant to keep you warm. 

Double-layered freely combinable and disassemblable cargo trousers. Based on an unfinished sketch of 

the SS21 series, improved and revised, and now released for the first time. 

Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its 

AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

LOOK 008 031  

Embroidered New World Manifesto suit. 

Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. uniform shirt. 

Dragon jacquard tie. 

Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. multi-pocket slim trousers for which the SS18 version of Model 1 

served as the prototype. Details have been modified and improved. 

Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its 

AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

LOOK 014 021  

Embroidered New World Manifesto suit. 

Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. uniform shirt. 

Dragon jacquard tie. 

Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. multi-pocket slim trousers for which the SS18 version of Model 1 

served as the prototype. Details have been modified and improved. 

Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its 

AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

LOOK 009 010  

The three-dimensional pattern on the New Human one-piece helmet is derived from the AW19 version of 

the amphibious suit pattern and the SS21 version of the knitted totem pattern suit. Model mask as 

produced for the SS21 version. 

Mechanically pierced knitted sweater.  

XANDER ZHOU HUMANoidWEAR multi-pocket work pants, with a design based on the AW20 version 

prototype, which traces its origins back to the AW17 version. This series uses 3M reflective fabrics on the 

pockets to provide functional safety protection for night travel. 

Mechanics platform boots version 1.0, based on mechanical platform shoes version 1.0. This brand new 

AW21 version of boots came about by reducing the proportions of the AW20 version of multi-pocket 

cargo trousers. 

The robotic arm glove is the first version in its series. It evolved from the AW20 Artificial Humans concept.  

 

 

 

 



 

LOOK 011 012  

The three-dimensional pattern on the New Human one-piece helmet is derived from the AW19 version of 

the amphibious suit pattern and the SS21 version of the knitted totem pattern suit. Multi-pocket quilted 

uniform shirt, based on the SS21 short-sleeved version of the Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. multi-

pocket uniform shirt prototype. Heat generating fabric is used inside. Outer layer of the double-layered 

freely combinable and disassemblable cargo trousers. Based on an unfinished sketch of the SS21 series, 

improved and revised, and now released for the first time. Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first 

appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional 

details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

LOOK 015 028 036 045  

Multi-pocket down jacket. The pocket details are derived from the SS19 version of the multi-pocket 

outdoor shirt and the AW20 version of the multi-pocket cargo trousers. A new waterproof fabric has been 

used and the hat is removable. 

Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. uniform shirt.  

Outer layer of the double-layered freely combinable and disassemblable cargo trousers. Based on an 

unfinished sketch of the SS21 series, improved and revised, and now released for the first time. Version 3 

of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its AW21 

version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

LOOK 016  

XANDER ZHOU HUMANoidWEAR uniform suit. This fabric changes color according to the different 

temperature ranges of the body. 

The three-dimensional pattern on the New Human one-piece helmet is derived from the AW19 version of 

the amphibious suit pattern and the SS21 version of the knitted totem pattern suit.  

The robotic arm glove is the first version in its series. It evolved from the AW20 Artificial Humans concept. 

Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its 

AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

 

LOOK 022 023 

The XANDER ZHOU HUMANoidWEAR frog fastener uniform is a new version for this season. The  

The XANDER ZHOU HUMANoidWEAR frog fastener uniform is a new version for this season. The frog 

fastener series finds its origins in the Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. AW18 series, and frog  

frog fastener series finds its origins in the Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. AW18 series, and frog 

fastenings have reappeared in different forms every season since.  

fastenings have reappeared in different forms every season since. 

The three-dimensional pattern on the synthetic leather hand-stitched New Human helmet is derived  

The three-dimensional pattern on the synthetic leather hand-stitched New Human helmet is derived from 

the AW19 version of the amphibious suit pattern and the SS21 version of the knitted totem pattern suit. 

Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its 

AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 



 

LOOK 024 034 044 

Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. pierced down jacket, for which the AW20 version of the cracked 

down jacket served as the prototype. 

The first version of the Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. uniform shirt was the SS18 version. The part 

where the tie can be placed on the chest is the iconic detail of this product. 

XANDER ZHOU standard wide-leg pants. 

The three-dimensional pattern on the New Human one-piece helmet is derived from the AW19 version of 

the amphibious suit pattern and the SS21 version of the knitted totem pattern suit. Version 3 of the 

mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its AW21 version, 

adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

LOOK 006 013 027  

The cracked washed denim suit is an upgrade of the AW20 version of the cracked washed denim suit.  

 

LOOK 018 040 041 

Woolen jacket with combinable and detachable hood.  

 

LOOK 025 038 039 

High-neck acupuncture point sweater. 

Double-sided down vest without zipper, embroidered on the front and back with the Supernatural, 

Extraterrestrial & Co. logo in the same color. 

Woolen jacket with combinable and detachable hood. 

Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. multi-pocket slim trousers for which the SS18 version of Model 1 

served as the prototype. Details have been modified and improved. 

Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its 

AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

LOOK 043  

The first version of the Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. uniform shirt was the SS18 version. The part 

where the tie can be placed on the chest is the iconic detail of this product.  

 

LOOK 035 045  

Three-color patchwork structure shirt. 

Cut-out detail down vest. 

Outer layer of the double-layered freely combinable and disassemblable washed denim cargo trousers. 

Based on an unfinished sketch of the SS21 series, improved and revised, and now released for the first 

time. 

The inner layer is the AW20 version of the mechanics pants. 

Mechanics platform boots version 1.0, based on mechanical platform shoes version 1.0. This brand new 

AW21 version of boots came about by reducing the proportions of the AW20 version of multi-pocket 

cargo trousers.  

 

 



 

LOOK 046  

Double-sided down vest without zipper, embroidered on the front and back with the Supernatural, 

Extraterrestrial & Co. logo in the same color. 

Down cape model XZ023 for AW21. It is a brand new piece of Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co. 

equipment meant to keep you warm.  

Double-layered freely combinable and disassemblable cargo trousers. Based on an unfinished sketch of 

the SS21 series, improved and revised, and now released for the first time. 

Mechanics platform boots version 1.0, based on mechanical platform shoes version 1.0. This brand new 

AW21 version of boots came about by reducing the proportions of the AW20 version of multi-pocket 

cargo trousers.  

 

LOOK 030 047  

The three-dimensional pattern on the New Human one-piece helmet is derived from the AW19 version of 

the amphibious suit pattern and the SS21 version of the knitted totem pattern suit. Model mask as 

produced for the SS21 version. 

Mechanically pierced knitted sweater.  

Double-sided down vest without zipper, embroidered on the front and back with the Supernatural, 

Extraterrestrial & Co. logo in the same color. 

The robotic arm glove is the first version in its series. It evolved from the AW20 Artificial Humans concept.  

XANDER ZHOU HUMANoidWEAR multi-pocket work pants, with a design based on the AW20 version 

prototype, which traces its origins back to the AW17 version. This series uses 3M reflective fabrics on the 

pockets to provide functional safety protection for night travel. 

Mechanics platform boots version 1.0, based on mechanical platform shoes version 1.0. This brand new 

AW21 version of boots came about by reducing the proportions of the AW20 version of multi-pocket 

cargo trousers.  

 

LOOK 048 049 050  

Pixelated printed shirts, down jackets and wide-leg pants. The patterns are inspired by the AW20 

pixelated faces print. 

Version 3 of the mechanics platform shoes first appeared as its AW20 version. This is an update to its 

AW21 version, adding more three-dimensional details in the shape of mechanical parts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

KEY STOCKIST LIST  
  

MACHINE-A - LONDON  

OPENING CEREMONY - NEW YORK  

GR8 - JAPAN  

HNW - JAPAN  

CONTENA STORE - JAPAN  

UNFOLLOW - JAPAN  

BOON THE SHOP - SEOUL  

SSENSE - ONLINE/MONTREAL  

BOON THE SHOP - KOREA  

ELEVASTOR - PARIS  

L’INSANE - PARIS  

OVERKILL - GERMANY  

  

  

BIOGRAPHY  
  
Ever since his Spring/Summer 2016 collection titled "Far East", Xander Zhou has been reconnecting with 

his Asian roots while exploring the ties between oriental mysticism and the futuristic modernity of Asia. With 

the coined term "techno-orientalism", the designer has been building his own vastly diverse universe by 

sketching a map of future humanity, merging the real and the ideal by creating a virtual dimension in which 

the characters from his collections coexist and interconnect - whether they are humans, androids or aliens.   

  

In the XANDER ZHOU universe, new boundaries of diversity can be stretched far beyond ethnic, racial, 

cultural, sexual and gender identities. His vision of the acclaimed "Supernatural, Extraterrestrial & Co." 

continues to surprise and open up a Milky Way of imagination, absurdity and romanticism. The latest 

Autumn/Winter 2020 collection "Homo Multiversalis", a sequel to the journey through Creation (SS19 "New 

World Baby"), Evolution (AW19 "Our New Kin") and "Transcendence" (SS20), has reached a state of 

Consciousness - being aware of the simultaneous presence of multiple selves, parallel worlds and, 

ultimately, the meaning of existence.  

 


